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Abstract
In this paper we deal with monogenic and k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms on arithmetic subgroups
of the Ahlfors–Vahlen group. Monogenic automorphic forms are exactly the 0-hypermonogenic automor-
phic forms. In the first part we establish an explicit relation between k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms
and Maaß wave forms. In particular, we show how one can construct from any arbitrary non-vanishing
monogenic automorphic form a Clifford algebra valued Maaß wave form. In the second part of the paper
we compute the Fourier expansion of the k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series which provide us with the
simplest non-vanishing examples of k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms.
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The theory of higher dimensional Maaß wave forms has become a major topic of study in
analytic number theory. Maaß wave forms are automorphic forms that are complex-valued eigen-
solutions to the Laplace–Beltrami operator
LB = x2n
(
n∑
i=0
∂2
∂x2n
)
− (n− 1)xn ∂
∂xn
. (1)
The classical setting is (n + 1)-dimensional upper half-space in the framework of the action
of discrete arithmetic subgroups of the orthogonal group. Its study was initiated in 1949 by
H. Maaß in [25,26]. In the late 1980s this study had a major boost by breakthrough works of
J. Elstrodt, F. Grunewald and J. Mennicke [5,7,8], A. Krieg [20,21], V. Gritsenko [13] among
many others.
Recently, in [17] another class of automorphic forms on these arithmetic groups has been
considered. The context is again (n+ 1)-dimensional upper half-space. The classes of automor-
phic forms considered in [17], however, have different analytic and mapping properties. They
are null-solutions to iterates of the Euclidean Dirac operator D := ∑n+1i=1 ∂∂xi ei and, in general,
they take values in real Clifford algebras. These are called k-monogenic automorphic forms. The
monogenic automorphic forms on upper half-space in turn can be embedded into the general
framework of k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms. The class of k-hypermonogenic functions
[9,11,24] contains the 1-monogenic functions as the particular case k = 0. 1-monogenic func-
tions are more known simply as monogenic functions [4].
An important question that remained open in this context is to understand whether these
classes of automorphic forms are linked with Maaß wave forms.
In Section 3 we shed some light on this problem after having introduced the preliminary tools.
We develop explicit relations between the classes of k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms and
eigensolutions to the Laplace–Beltrami operator. In particular, we explain how we can construct
Clifford algebra valued Maaß wave forms from monogenic automorphic forms.
In Section 4 we compute the Fourier expansion of k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms. The
appearance of Bessel-K functions in its Fourier expansion reflects once more the close relation
between the class of k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms and Maaß wave forms, see [5,20,21,
26]. In particular, we compute the Fourier coefficients of the k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series
whose structure provides a further analogy to the classical theory. See for example [12,15,29,30].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Clifford algebras
We introduce the basic notions of real Clifford algebras over the Euclidean space Rn. For
details, see for instance [4]. Throughout this paper, {e1, . . . , en} stands for the standard ortho-
normal basis in the Euclidean space Rn and Cln denotes its associated real Clifford algebra
in which the relation eiej + ej ei = −2δij holds. A basis for the algebra Cln is given by
1, e1, . . . , en, . . . , ej1 . . . ejr , . . . , e1 . . . en where 1  j1 < · · · < jr  n. Every element a from
Cln can hence be written in the form a = ∑A⊆P({1,...,n}) aAeA where aA are uniquely defined
real numbers. Here, e∅ = e0 = 1. Elements from Cln of the reduced form x0 + x1e1 + · · · + xnen
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n = 1 the Clifford algebra Cl1 only consists of paravectors of the form x0 + x1e1 which in turn
can be identified with the complex numbers. In the case n = 2 we have Cl2 ∼= H, H standing for
the Hamiltonian quaternions. These in turn can be identified with the set of paravectors in R⊕R3
which have the form x = x0 + x1e1 + · · · + x3e3 when we identify the particular imaginary unit
e3 with the product e1e2.
The Clifford conjugation is defined by ab = ba where ej = −ej for all j = 1,2, . . . , n. Each
paravector x ∈ R ⊕ Rn \ {0} has an inverse element, given by x/‖x‖2.
The reversion anti-automorphism is defined by a˜b = b˜a˜, where ˜ej1 . . . ejr = ejr . . . ej1 . The
main involution is defined by (ab)′ = a′b′ and e′i = −1 for i = 1, . . . , n. Furthermore, we also
need the following automorphism ∗ : Cln → Cln defined by the relations: e∗n = −en, e∗i = ei for
i = 0,1, . . . , n − 1 and (ab)∗ = a∗b∗. Any element a ∈ Cln may be uniquely decomposed in
the form a = b + cen, where b and c belong to Cln−1. Based on this definition one defines the
mappings P : Cln → Cln−1 and Q : Cln → Cln−1 by Pa = b and Qa = c.
2.2. Dirac type operators over (n+ 1)-dimensional Euclidean and hyperbolic spaces
2.2.1. Monogenic functions
Let U ⊆ R ⊕ Rn be an open set. Then a real differentiable function f :U → Cln that sat-
isfies Df = 0, respectively fD = 0, where D := ∂
∂x0
+ ∂
∂x1
e1 + · · · + ∂∂xn en is the Euclidean
Cauchy–Riemann operator, is called left (respectively right) monogenic or left (respectively
right) Clifford-holomorphic. Due to the non-commutativity of Cln for n > 1, both classes of
functions do not coincide with each other. However, f is left monogenic, if and only if f˜ is right
monogenic.
The Cauchy–Riemann operator factorizes the Euclidean Laplacian  = ∑nj=0 ∂2∂x2j , viz.
DD = . Every real component of a monogenic function is hence harmonic.
The D-operator is left quasi-invariant under Möbius transformations. Following for example
[1,6], Möbius transformations in R ⊕ Rn can be represented as
T :R ⊕ Rn ∪ {∞} → R ⊕ Rn ∪ {∞}, T (x) = (ax + b)(cx + d)−1
with coefficients a, b, c, d from Cln that can all be written as products of paravectors from R⊕Rn
and that satisfy ad˜−bc˜ ∈ R\{0} and a−1b, c−1d ∈ R⊕Rn if c = 0 or a = 0, respectively. These
conditions are often called Ahlfors–Vahlen conditions.
The set that consists of Clifford valued matrices
(
a b
c d
)
whose coefficients satisfy the above
conditions forms a group under matrix multiplication and it is called the general Ahlfors–
Vahlen group, GAV(R ⊕ Rn). The particular expression ad˜ − bc˜ is often called the pseudo-
determinant of the associated Clifford valued matrix. The subgroup consisting of those matrices
from GAV(R ⊕ Rn) that satisfy ad˜ − bc˜ = 1 is called the special Ahlfors–Vahlen group. It is
denoted by SAV(R ⊕ Rn).
Now assume that M ∈ GAV(R ⊕ Rn). If f is a left monogenic function in the variable y =
M〈x〉 = (ax+b)(cx+d)−1, then the function cx+d‖cx+d‖n+1 f (M〈x〉) is again left monogenic in the
variable x, cf. [28].
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The class of monogenic functions belongs to the more general class of so-called k-
hypermonogenic functions, introduced in [9]. These are defined as the null-solutions to the
system
Df + k (Qf )
′
xn
= 0 (2)
where k ∈ R.
Under a Möbius transformation y = M〈x〉 = (ax + b)(cx + d)−1 such a solution f (y) is
transformed to the k-hypermonogenic function
F(x) := cx + d‖cx + d‖n+1−k f
(
M〈x〉). (3)
See for instance [11]. In the case k = 0, we are dealing with the set of left monogenic functions
introduced earlier. The particular solutions associated to the case k = n−1 coincide with the null-
solutions to the hyperbolic Hodge–Dirac operator with respect to the hyperbolic metric on upper
half-space. These are often called hyperbolic monogenic functions or simply hypermonogenic
functions, see [24].
2.3. Discrete arithmetic subgroups of GAV(R ⊕ Rn)
In this paper we deal with null-solutions to the above systems that are quasi-invariant under
arithmetic subgroups of the general Ahlfors–Vahlen group that act totally discontinuously on
upper half-space
H+
(
R ⊕ Rn)= {x = x0 + x1e1 + · · · + xnen ∈ R ⊕ Rn ∣∣ xn > 0}.
These can be regarded as generalizations of the classical holomorphic modular forms in the
context of monogenic and k-hypermonogenic functions.
The automorphism group of upper half-space H+(R ⊕ Rn) is the group SAV(R ⊕ Rn−1).
Arithmetic subgroups of the special Ahlfors–Vahlen group that act totally discontinuously on
upper half-space are for instance considered in [6,8,26]. For convenience, we first recall the
definition of the rational Ahlfors–Vahlen group on H+(R ⊕ Rn).
Definition 1. The rational Ahlfors–Vahlen group SAV(R ⊕ Rn−1,Q) is the set of matrices ( a b
c d
)
from SAV(R ⊕ Rn−1) that satisfy:
(i) aa, bb, cc, dd ∈ Q,
(ii) ac, bd ∈ Q ⊕ Qn,
(iii) axb + bxa, cxd + dxc ∈ Q (∀x ∈ Q ⊕ Qn),
(iv) axd + bxc ∈ Q ⊕ Qn (∀x ∈ Q ⊕ Qn).
Next we need
Definition 2. A Z-order in a rational Clifford algebra is a subring R such that the additive group
of R is finitely generated and contains a Q-basis of the Clifford algebra.
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the Ahlfors–Vahlen group which act totally discontinuously on upper half-space.
Definition 3. Suppose that p  n − 1. Let I be a Z-order in Cln which is stable under the
reversion and the main involution ′ of Cln. Then
Γp(I) := SAV
(
R ⊕ Rp,Q)∩ Mat(2,I).
For an N ∈ N the principal congruence subgroup of Γp(I) of level N is defined by
Γp(I)[N ] :=
{(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γp(I)
∣∣∣ a − 1, b, c, d − 1 ∈ NI}.
Notice that all the groups Γp(I)[N ] have finite index in Γp(I). Therefore, all of them are
discrete groups and act totally discontinuously on upper half-space H+(R ⊕ Rn) provided p 
n− 1. The proof of the total discontinuous action can be done in the same way as in [12].
2.3.1. Special notation
In the sequel let us denote the subgroup of translation matrices contained in Γp(I)[N ] by
Tp(I)[N ]. The associated (p + 1)-dimensional lattice in R ⊕ Rp will be denoted by Λp(I)[N ]
and its dual by Λ∗p(I)[N ]. The dual lattice is contained in the subspace R ⊕ Rp , too.
The simplest concrete examples for Γp(I) are obtained by taking for I the standard Z-order
in the Clifford algebras Clp , i.e., Op :=∑A⊆P(1,...,p) ZeA where p  n− 1.
In the case n = 3 the set H+(R⊕R3) can be identified with upper quaternionic half-space. In
this setting further important examples of I are the quaternionic orders, in particular the Hurwitz
order Z + Ze1 + Ze2 + 12Z(1 + e1 + e2 + e3), considered for example in [14,20,21,27]. In the
quaternionic context the third unit e3 is identified with e1e2.
In all cases where I contains the order Op , the group Γp(I)[N ] contains the special hyper-
complex Γp which was considered in [17] as a subgroup. This one is generated by the matrices
J :=
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, T1 :=
(
1 1
0 1
)
, Te1 :=
(
1 e1
0 1
)
, . . . , Tep :=
(
1 ep
0 1
)
.
One can say more.
Proposition 1. In the cases p  3 the group Γp(Op) coincides with the special hypercomplex
group Γp , when identifying the third unit e3 with the quaternionic unit e1e2.
Proof. Let us first consider the case p = 3 where we deal with the ring O3 := Z + Ze1 + Ze2 +
Ze3, identifying e3 with e1e2. In analogy to [19], also relying on the results of [14], one can
conclude that there is a q ∈O3 such that either ‖a − qb‖ < ‖b‖ or ‖b‖2 is even with a − qb =
ρb ∈O3 where ρ = 12 (1+ e1 + e2 + e3). In the first case one has the Euclidean algorithm for odd
quaternions which allows us to show relying on the HUA-identity (see [2]) that Γ3 = Γ3(O3).
In the second case we have that both ‖a‖2 and ‖b‖2 are even integers, since ‖ρb‖2 is even. On
the other hand, the HUA-identity produces that also matrices of the form
( a ∗
ρa ∗
)
are included
in Γ3. However, as already mentioned, a has an even square norm, hence the pseudo-determinant
of these matrices is even which is a contradiction, so that the second case cannot appear. For
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to 0. 
In all those cases where Γp(Op) coincides with Γp , we then have Tp(Op) = 〈T1, Te1, . . . , Tep 〉
and the associated period lattice is the orthonormal (p + 1)-dimensional lattice Z + Ze1 + · · · +
Zep which is self-dual. Its standard fundamental period cell is [0,1]p+1. For general p > 3 we
were however only able to establish that Γp ⊆ Γp(Op) so far, since we cannot rely anymore on
the Euclidean algorithm.
For what follows we also need:
Proposition 2. For each I there exists a minimal positive integer N0(I) such that for all
N N0(I) the set
Γp(I)[N ]∞ :=
{
M =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γp(I)[N ]
∣∣∣ c = 0}
coincides with the translation group Tp(I)[N ].
Proof. Let us first treat the case dealing with congruence subgroups of the special hypercomplex
modular group Γp . In this case all matrices from Γp∞ have the form
(±e˜A b
0 ±e−1A
)
where A ⊆
P({1, . . . , p}). The condition d − 1 ∈ NOp implies that there are mA ∈ Z such that ±eA =
1 + N∑B mBeB . In view of the linear independence of the elements eA, this equation has no
solution for A = ∅. In the remaining case A = ∅ this equation reads ±1 = 1 + Nm0. However,
when choosing N  3, then this equation can never be satisfied when having −1 on the left-hand
side, because −1 ≡ 1 mod N whenever N  3. So in these cases we have that d = 1, hence all
matrices from Γp[N ] with c = 0 have the form
( 1 b
0 1
)
with b ∈ R ⊕ Rp .
When working with a more general integral order I , the cardinality of the admissible elements
d that appear in the matrices
(
a b
0 d
)
from Γp(I)[N ]∞ is still finite, in view of the determinant con-
dition claiming that ad˜ = 1. In this case one can apply exactly the same reasoning when taking
for N0 at least the three-fold of the smallest common multiple of the denominators of the rational
coefficients (supposed to be written in shortened form) of these finite amount of elements. In the
particular case of dealing with the Hurwitz quaternions, one may choose N0  6. 
2.4. k-Hypermonogenic automorphic forms
As already mentioned, any Möbius transformation T (x) = M〈x〉 induced by matrices M
belonging to SAV(R⊕Rn−1) (as well as any of its subgroups) preserves upper half-space. There-
fore, in view of (3), if f is a function that is left k-hypermonogenic on the whole half-space then
so is cx+d‖cx+d‖n+1−k f (M〈x〉).
Next we introduce
Definition 4. Let p  n− 1. A left k-hypermonogenic function f :H+(R⊕Rn) → Cln is called
a left k-hypermonogenic automorphic form on Γp(I)[N ] if for all x ∈ H+(R ⊕ Rn)
f (x) = cx + d‖cx + d‖n+1−k f
(
M〈x〉) (4)
for all M ∈ Γp(I)[N ].
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[17]. As the following proposition shows, there is a direct relation between k-hypermonogenic
automorphic forms and (−k)-hypermonogenic automorphic forms.
Proposition 3. Suppose that k ∈ R and that p is a positive integer with p < n. If f :H+(R ⊕
Rn) → Cln is a k-hypermonogenic automorphic form on Γp(I)[N ] satisfying (4), then the func-
tion g :H+(R ⊕ Rn) → Cln defined by g(x) := f (x)enxkn is (−k)-hypermonogenic and satisfies
g(x) = cx + d‖cx + d‖n+1+k g
(
M〈x〉) (5)
for all M ∈ Γp(I)[N ].
Proof. Following for example [10], a function f is k-hypermonogenic, if and only if f en
xkn
is
(−k)-hypermonogenic. Suppose that f is a k-hypermonogenic automorphic form satisfying (4).
Then g(x) := f (x)en
xkn
is (−k)-hypermonogenic and satisfies the transformation law
g
(
M〈x〉)= 1
(M〈x〉)kn
f
(
M〈x〉)en
= ‖cx + d‖
2k
xkn
(‖cx + d‖n+1−k)(cx + d)−1f (x)en
= ‖cx + d‖n+1+k(cx + d)−1g(x). 
Therefore, it is sufficient to restrict to non-positive values of k in all that follows.
Following Proposition 2 for each I there exists a minimal positive integer N0(I) such that
neither the negative identity matrix −I nor the other diagonal matrices of the form ( e˜A 00 e−1A )
where A ⊆ P(1, . . . , p) are no longer included in all principal congruence subgroups Γp(I)[N ]
with N N0(I). In the case where I is the standard Z-order Op , we have N0(Op) = 3. For all
N <N0(I), only the zero function satisfies (4). However, for all N N0(I), one can construct
non-trivial k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms that have the transformation behavior (4).
The simplest non-trivial examples of k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms on the groups
Γp(I)[N ] with N N0(I) are the k-hypermonogenic generalized Eisenstein series:
Definition 5. Let N  N0(I). For p < n and real k with k < n − p − 2 the k-hypermonogenic
Eisenstein series on the group Γn−1(I)[N ] acting on H+(R ⊕ Rn) are defined by
εk,p,N (x) :=
∑
M: Tp(I)[N ]\Γp(I)[N ]
cx + d
‖cx + d‖n+1−k . (6)
These series converge for k < n− p − 2 absolutely and uniformly on each compact subset of
H+(R ⊕ Rn). A majorant is ∑
M: T (I)[N ]\Γ (I)[N ]
1
‖cen + d‖αp p
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majorant converges absolutely for all k < −1.
The non-vanishing behavior for N N0(I) can easily be established by considering the limit
limxn→+∞ εk,p,M(xnen) which equals +1 in these cases, cf. [18].
Remarks. In the case k = 0 and I =Op the series (6) is a subseries of the monogenic Eisenstein
series which was considered in [17,18] for the cases p < n− 2.
By adapting the Hecke trick from [12] can also introduce Eisenstein series of lower weight.
This is shown in Section 4 of [3]. In particular, for N N0(I) the series
ε0,N−1,M(x) := lim
s→0+
∑
M: Tn−1(I)[N ]\Γn−1(I)[N ]
(
xn
‖cx + d‖2
)s
cx + d
‖cx + d‖n+1 (7)
defines a well-defined non-vanishing left monogenic Eisenstein series on the groups Γn−1(I)[N ]
in upper half-space variable x, cf. [3, Section 4]. In [3, Section 4] this is done for congruence
groups of the special hypercomplex group Γp . However, the transition to the context of the larger
groups Γp(I)[N ] follows identically along the same lines.
In view of Proposition 3, we can directly construct non-vanishing j -hypermonogenic Eisen-
stein series for positive j from the k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series of negative k, simply by
forming
E−k,p,N (x) := εk,p,N (x)en
xkn
which then satisfy the transformation law
E−k,p,N (x) := cx + d‖cx + d‖n+1+k E−k,p,N
(
M〈x〉)
for all M ∈ Γp(I)[N ].
3. Relation to Maaß wave forms
As one directly sees, the theory of monogenic automorphic forms fits as a special case within
the general framework of k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms. We can say more:
Suppose that f = Pf + Qfen is a k-hypermonogenic function, where k is some arbitrary
fixed real number. Then, following for example [9], all the real components of Pf are contained
in the set of k-hyperbolic harmonic functions. These are solutions to the system
xnu− k ∂u
∂xn
= 0. (8)
These solutions are also quasi-invariant under Möbius transformations that act on upper half-
space: If f is a solution to (8), then following [10],
F(x) = 1
n−k−1 f
(
M〈x〉) (9)‖cx + d‖
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tor disappears. This attributes a special role to the function class of (n − 1)-hypermonogenic
functions.
The solutions to (8) in turn are directly related to the Maaß wave equation. Following for
example [23], if u is a solution to (8) then g(x) = x−(1−n+k)/2n u(x) is a solution to
g − n− 1
xn
∂g
∂xn
+ λ g
x2n
= 0 (10)
where λ = 14 (n2 − (k + 1)2). The solutions to (10) have the property that they are directly pre-
served by all Möbius transformations that act on upper half-space. Each solution g is an eigenso-
lution to the Laplace–Beltrami operator (1) associated to the fixed eigenvalue − 14 (n2 − (k+1)2).
Let p < n. Now suppose that f :H+(R ⊕ Rn) → Cln is a k-hypermonogenic auto-
morphic form on Γp(I)[N ] of weight (n − k), satisfying the transformation law f (x) =
cx+d
‖cx+d‖n+1−k f (M〈x〉) for all M ∈ Γp(I)[N ].
Since (M〈x〉)n = xn‖cx+d‖2 , the function g(x) = x
−(1−n+k)/2
n f (x) thus satisfies for all M ∈
Γp(I)[N ]:
g
(
M〈x〉)= (M〈x〉)− 1−n+k2
n
f
(
M〈x〉)
=
(
xn
‖cx + d‖2
)− 1−n+k2 ‖cx + d‖n+1−k(cx + d)−1f (x)
= x−
1−n+k
2
n
1
‖cx + d‖n−k−1 ‖cx + d‖
n+1−k(cx + d)−1x
1−n+k
2
n g(x).
Hence,
g(x) = cx + d‖cx + d‖2 g
(
M〈x〉).
Unfortunately, if f = Pf + Qfen is a k-hypermonogenic automorphic form with respect to
Γp(I)[N ], then Pf is in general not an automorphic form with respect to the full group
Γp[N ](I). However, only the components of the P -part of f satisfy (8). The associated function
g(x) = x−(1−n+k)/2n f (x) is exactly a Γp(I)[N ]-invariant eigenfunction to the Laplace–Beltrami
operator for the eigenvalue − 14 (n2 − (k+1)2), if Qf = 0. In this case we are dealing with mono-
genic functions. Actually, we can construct from every left monogenic automorphic form a Maaß
wave form. Following [9], the real components of the Q-part of a k-hypermonogenic function
satisfies the equation
x2nu− kxn
∂u
∂xn
+ ku = 0.
In particular, if f is monogenic, then all the real components of the P -part and of the Q-part
satisfy
x2nu = 0.
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Laplace–Beltrami operator for the particular eigenvalue − 14 (n2 − 1).
We thus arrive at the following result:
Theorem 1. Suppose that f is a left monogenic automorphic form on Γp(I)[N ] of weight n,
satisfying f (x) = cx+d‖cx+d‖n+1 f (M〈x〉) for all M ∈ Γp(I)[N ]. Then g(x) = x
−(1−n)/2
n f (x) is a
quasi-Γp(I)[N ]-invariant Maaß wave form associated to the fixed eigenvalue − 14 (n2 − 1) and
has the (−1)-weight automorphy factor cx+d‖cx+d‖2 .
Notice that in the complex case n = 1, the function g is a null-solution to the Laplace–
Beltrami operator.
Theorem 1 reflects a connection between the class of monogenic automorphic forms and
the particular family of non-analytic automorphic forms on the Ahlfors–Vahlen group consid-
ered for instance by A. Krieg, J. Elstrodt et al. and others (see for example [8,21,22]). The
non-analytic automorphic forms considered in [8,21,22] are scalar-valued eigenfunctions of the
Laplace–Beltrami operator associated to a special continuous spectrum of eigenvalues described
in [8]. They are all totally invariant under the group action.
Notice that the Eisenstein series considered in this paper are Clifford algebra valued in general.
They are associated to a fixed eigenvalue.
Let us now analyze more into detail how the particular examples of non-analytic Maaß wave
forms discussed in the above mentioned papers fit within the framework of k-hypermonogenic
automorphic forms. First we observe, that evidently in all the other cases where f is a k-
hypermonogenic automorphic form on Γp(I)[N ] of weight (n − k) with k = 0 and Qf = 0,
the P -part of the associated function g(x) = x−(1−n)/2n f (x) is an eigenfunction of the Laplace–
Beltrami operator for the eigenvalue − 14 (n2 − (k + 1)2) and satisfies
P
[
g(x)
]= P[ cx + d‖cx + d‖2 g(M〈x〉)
]
∀M ∈ Γp(I)[N ].
However, a relation of the form
P
[
j (M,x)g
(
M〈x〉)]= j (M,x)P [g(M〈x〉)]
only holds if j (M,x) is a scalar-valued automorphy factor. On the other hand, as already men-
tioned, the real components of the P -part of a k-hypermonogenic automorphic are k-hyperbolic
harmonic.
Let us now suppose that F is a k-hyperbolic harmonic automorphic form that has the follow-
ing invariance behavior
F(x) = 1‖cx + d‖(n−k−1) F
(
M〈x〉),
dealing with a scalar-valued automorphy factor. The associated function
G(x) = x−(1−n+k)/2n F (x)
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G(M〈x〉) for all M ∈ Γp(I)[N ].
Non-trivial examples of k-hyperbolic harmonic functions F with this transformation behavior
are the k-hyperharmonic Eisenstein series
Ek,p,N (x) :=
∑
M: Tp(I)[N ]\Γp(I)[N ]
1
‖cx + d‖n−k−1 , k < n− p − 1. (11)
Indeed, when applying the transformation G(x) = x−(1−n+k)/2n Ek,p,N (x), then we obtain the
totally invariant Eisenstein series
Qk,p,N (x) :=
∑
M: Tp(I)[N ]\Γp(I)[N ]
(
xn
‖cx + d‖2
)(n−k−1)/2
, k < n− p − 1. (12)
In the case p = n− 1, we then recover exactly the particular non-analytic Eisenstein series from
[8] which is associated to the fixed eigenvalue − 14 (n2 − (k + 1)2).
In the particular complex case n = 1 and I = Z, this series coincides with the complex non-
analytic Eisenstein series from [25,30] that is associated to the particular eigenvalue − 14 (1 −
(k + 1)2). In the subcase n = 2 and I = Z[e1] we obtain the non-analytic Eisenstein series on
Picard’s group introduced in [5] that is associated to the fixed eigenvalue − 14 (4 − (k + 1)2).
In the quaternionic setting where n = 3 and where I is the Hurwitz order, we recover one of
the non-analytic Eisenstein series from [21].
4. Fourier transforms
4.1. The Fourier expansion of k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms
In the first part of this section we determine the general structure of the Fourier expansion
of k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms. Afterwards we then compute the Fourier coefficients
of the k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series that we introduced in (6). For technical reasons it
is convenient to compute first the Fourier transform of a function that satisfies the reduced k-
hypermonogenic equation
Df + k
xn
(Qf )′ = 0 (13)
in reduced upper half-space H+(Rn) := {x1e1 + · · · + xnen ∈ Rn: xn > 0}, where D :=∑n
i=1 ∂∂xi ei is the Euclidean Dirac operator. We prove
Theorem 2. Suppose that f :H+(Rn) → Cln is a solution to (13). Then its image under the
Fourier transform in the directions x1, . . . , xn−1 has the form
α(ω,xn) = x
k+1
2
n
[
Kk+1
2
(‖ω‖xn)− ien ω‖ω‖Kk−12 (‖ω‖xn)
]
α(ω)
if ω ∈ Rn−1 \ {0} and, for ω = 0,
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where a(0) and all α(ω) are well-defined Clifford numbers from the Clifford subalgebra Cln−1.
Proof. Applying the Fourier transform (in the first (n − 1) components) on the reduced k-
hypermonogenic equation
Df + k
xn
(Qf )′ = 0
leads to the following differential equation on the Fourier images
α = α(ω,xn)
(
ω ∈ Rn−1, xn > 0
)
of its solutions (
iωα + en ∂α
∂xn
)
+ k
xn
(Qα)′ = 0. (14)
Next we split α into its P -part and Q-part:
α = Pα + en(Qα)′.
Applying this decomposition to each single term of (14) leads to
iωα = iω(Pα)− en(iωQα)′, (15)
en
∂α
∂xn
= − ∂
∂xn
(Qα)′ + en
(
∂
∂xn
(Pα)′
)′
, (16)
k
xn
(Qα)′ =
(
k
xn
Qα
)′
. (17)
Since α is a solution to (14), we thus obtain the following system of two equations when collect-
ing all terms that include or that do not include the factor en, respectively:
iω(Pα)− ∂
∂xn
(Qα)′ + k
xn
(Qα)′ = 0, (18)
iω(Qα)+ ∂
∂xn
(Pα)′ = 0. (19)
This system is equivalent to
∂
∂xn
(Qα)′ = iω(Pα)+ k
xn
(Qα)′, (20)
∂
(Pα) = iω(Qα)′. (21)∂xn
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α = Aα +ωBα (22)
where A and B are appropriately chosen Clifford operators, projecting α down to that part of the
Clifford algebra which intersects the subspace generated by ω only at 0.
For the P -part and the Q-part we have
Pα = APα +ωBPα, (23)
(Qα)′ = A(Qα)′ +ωB(Qα)′. (24)
If we apply this decomposition to (20), then we obtain
∂
∂xn
A(Qα)′ +ω ∂
∂xn
B(Qα)′ = iω(A(Pα)+ωB(Pα))
+ k
xn
(
A(Qα)′ +ωB(Qα)′).
From this equation, we in turn recover the following system:
∂
∂xn
A(Qα)′ = −i‖ω‖2B(Pα)+ k
xn
A(Qα)′, (25)
∂
∂xn
B(Qα)′ = iA(Pα)+ k
xn
B(Qα)′. (26)
Similarly, when applying the decomposition (22) to (21), we obtain the equation
∂
∂xn
A(Pα)+ω ∂
∂xn
B(Pα) = iω(A(Qα)′ +ωB(Qα)′)
= iωA(Qα)′ − i‖ω‖2B(Qα)′.
This finally leads to the following system:
∂
∂xn
A(Pα) = −i‖ω‖2B(Qα)′, (27)
∂
∂xn
B(Pα) = iA(Qα)′. (28)
For simplicity let us next use the abbreviations: u1 := AQ(α)′, v1 := BP(α) and u2 := AP(α),
v2 := BQ(α)′. The set of Eqs. (25) and (28) is a system involving only the functions u1 and v1:
∂
∂xn
u1 = −i‖ω‖2v1 + k
xn
u1, (29)
∂
v1 = iu1. (30)∂xn
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∂
∂xn
u2 = −i‖ω‖2v2, (31)
∂
∂xn
v2 = iu2 + k
xn
v2. (32)
In the case where ω = 0, the general solutions to these systems turn out to be
u1 = ix
k+1
2
n Kk−1
2
(‖ω‖xn)α1(ω), (33)
v1 = 1‖ω‖x
k+1
2
n Kk+1
2
(|ω|xn)α1(ω), (34)
u2 = x
k+1
2
n Kk+1
2
(‖ω‖xn)α2(ω), (35)
v2 = −x
k+1
2
n
i
‖ω‖Kk−12
(‖ω‖xn)α2(ω) (36)
where α1(ω) and α2(ω) may be Clifford constants that belong to the orthogonal complement of
spanR(ω, en).
After re-substituting
α = P(α)+ enQ(α)′ = u2 +ωv1 + enu1 + enωv2,
we hence obtain for all non-vanishing frequencies ω = 0:
α(ω,xn) = x
k+1
2
n
[
Kk−1
2
(‖ω‖xn)ien(− ω‖ω‖α2(ω)+ α1(ω)
)
+Kk+1
2
(‖ω‖xn)(α2(ω)+ ω‖ω‖α1(ω)
)]
= x
k+1
2
n
[
Kk−1
2
(‖ω‖xn)ien −ω‖ω‖
(
α2(ω)+ ω‖ω‖α1(ω)
)
+Kk+1
2
(‖ω‖xn)(α2(ω)+ ω‖ω‖α1(ω)
)]
= x
k+1
2
n
[
Kk+1
2
(‖ω‖xn)− ien ω‖ω‖Kk−12 (‖ω‖xn)
]
α(ω),
where α(ω) is a Clifford constant belonging to Cln−1.
It remains to treat the particular case ω = 0. In this case, Eq. (14) simplifies to
en
∂α
∂xn
+ k
xn
(Qα)′ = 0.
In this case the system (20) and (21) simplifies to
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∂xn
(Qα)′ = k
xn
(Qα)′, (37)
∂
∂xn
(Pα) = 0. (38)
We obtain for α(0, xn) = a(0) + α(0)xkn , where a(0) is a constant belonging to the part of the
Clifford algebra that has no non-trivial intersection with the vector space Ren. 
The use of the vector formalism made this proof technically very elegant. Now we can directly
translate the resulting representation formula (2) into the paravector formalism, i.e., to the context
of H+(R ⊕ Rn):
Corollary 1. Suppose that f :H+(R ⊕ Rn) → Cln is a solution to (2). Then its image under the
Fourier transform in the directions x0, x1, . . . , xn−1 have the form
α(ω,xn) = x
k+1
2
n
[
Kk+1
2
(‖ω‖xn)− ien ω‖ω‖Kk−12 (‖ω‖xn)
]
α(ω)
if ω ∈ R ⊕ Rn−1 \ {0} and, for ω = 0,
α(0, xn) = a(0)+ α(0)xkn
where a(0) and all α(ω) are well-defined Clifford numbers from the Clifford subalgebra Cln−1.
Now suppose that f is a k-hypermonogenic automorphic form on Γn−1(I)[N ]. These are in
particular n-fold periodic with respect to the discrete period lattice Λn−1(I)[N ] and we finally
arrive at the main result of this subsection:
Theorem 3. Let f :H+(R ⊕ Rn) → Cln be a k-hypermonogenic automorphic form on
Γn−1(I)[N ]. Then f has a particular Fourier series representation on upper half-space of the
form
f (x) = a(0)+ α(0)xkn
+
∑
m∈Λ∗n−1(I)[N ]\{0}
(
x
k+1
2
n
[
Kk+1
2
(
2π‖m‖xn
)− ien m‖m‖Kk−12 (2π‖m‖xn)
]
α(m)
× e2πi〈m,x〉
)
(39)
where a(0) and all α(ω) are well-defined Clifford numbers from the Clifford subalgebra Cln−1.
Remark. In the monogenic case (k = 0), we have
K− 12
(‖ω‖xn)= K 1
2
(‖ω‖xn)= √π√
2
√‖w‖x e−‖ω‖xn .n
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x
1
2
n
[
K 1
2
(‖ω‖xn)− ien ω‖ω‖K− 12 (‖ω‖xn)
]
=
√
π
2
1√‖ω‖e−‖ω‖xn
(
1 − ien ω‖ω‖
)
.
This is a scalar multiple of an idempotent in the Clifford algebra. In the monogenic case one
obtains the well-known particular Fourier series representation, involving the monogenic plane
wave exponential functions (see [4,16]):
f (x) = α(0)+
∑
m∈Λ∗n−1(I)[N ]\{0}
√
π
2
1√
2π‖m‖
(
1 − ien m|m|
)
α(m)e2πi〈m,x〉−2π‖m‖xn . (40)
In particular, one has the identity:
lim
xn→+∞
f (xnen) = α(0).
4.2. The Fourier expansion of the k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series
In this subsection we now apply the previous result in order to determine the Fourier coeffi-
cients of the k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series. To proceed in this direction we first show
Proposition 4. Let m ∈ R ⊕ Rn−1 and xn > 0. Then
β(m,xn) :=
∫
R⊕Rn−1
x
‖x‖n+1−k e
−2πi〈m,x〉 dx0 dx1 · · ·dxn−1
= 2
k+3
2 (2π‖m‖)− k+12 π n2 x
k+1
2
n
(1 − n+ k)(n+1−k2 − 1)
×
(
Kk+1
2
(
2π‖m‖xn
)− ien m‖m‖Kk−12 (2π‖m‖xn)
)
. (41)
Proof. We have
x
‖x‖n+1−k =
1
(1 − n+ k)D
[
1
‖x‖n−k−1
]
.
Now we first compute∫
R⊕Rn−1
1
‖x + xnen‖n−k−1 e
−2πi〈x,m〉 dx0 dx1 · · ·dxn−1
=
∫
n−1
1
(x20 + x21 + · · · + x2n−1 + x2n)
n−k−1
2
e−2πi〈x,m〉 dx0 dx1 · · ·dxn−1R⊕R
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∫
Sn−2
+∞∫
r=0
+π∫
θ=0
rn−1
(r2 + x2n)
n−k−1
2
e−2πir‖m‖ cos(θ) sinn−2(θ) dθ dr dSn−2,
where we made the substitution to spherical coordinates by introducing the parameters r :=
x20 + · · · + x2n−1 and θ as the angle between m and x. Sn−2 denotes the (n− 2)-dimensional unit
hypersphere. This integral in turn equals
2
π
n−2
2

(
n−2
2
)√2π2 n+1−k2 (n− 1
2
)(
2π‖m‖)− n−22
×
+∞∫
r=0
rn−1
(r2 + x2n)
n−k−1
2
r−
n−2
2 Jn−2
2
(
2π‖m‖r)dr
= 2
3+k
2 (2π‖m‖)− k+12 π n2 x
k+1
2
n

(
n+1−k
2 − 1
) Kk+1
2
(
2π‖m‖xn
)
.
Applying finally the D-operator yields the above stated result. 
Under the condition that N  N0(I) we observe, relying on Proposition 2, that one may
rewrite the k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series in the form
Ek,n−1,N (x) = 1 +
∑
M: Tn−1(I)[N ]\Γn−1(I)[N ], c =0
x + dc−1
‖x + dc−1‖n+1−k
c
‖c‖n+1−k .
This representation is valid for any n and for any I . Relying now on the results previously
obtained in this section we may thus establish
Theorem 4. Let k < −1, p = n − 1 and N  N0(I). Then the Eisenstein series defined in (6)
have the Fourier expansion
Ek,n−1,N (x) = 1 +
∑
m∈Λ∗n−1(I)[N ]\{0}
e2πi〈m,x〉β(m,xn)α(m) (42)
where β(m,xn) is defined as in (41) and where
α(m) =
∑
M: Tn−1(I)[N ]\Γn−1(I)[N ], c =0
c
‖c‖n+1−k e
2πi〈c−1d,m〉.
Remark. Applying Proposition 1 allows us directly to set up the Fourier expansion for the k-
hypermonogenic Eisenstein series with positive k > 1.
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